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■ INTRODUCTION
26 Metalloporphyrins are one of the cornerstones on which the 27 existence of life is based because major biochemical, enzymatic, 28 and photochemical functions depend on the special properties of 29 the tetrapyrrolic macrocycle.
1 Thus, porphyrin catalysts are well-30 known to be highly efficient for oxidative reactions, 2 and during 31 the last years, great effort has been devoted to the immobilization 32 of distinct types of catalysts on solid surfaces, 3−5 with porphyrins 33 also having been investigated in this field. 6−16 Thus, these com-34 pounds can also be used for coordination networks where the 35 assembly of metalloporphyrinic structural units can be achieved 36 by coordination bonds and other weaker cohesion forces.
17,18
37 There are many examples of metalloporphyrinic three-38 dimensional (3D) frameworks, but most of them consist of the 39 crystallization of monomeric complexes, with the cohesion forces 40 being hydrogen bonds and π stacking. In fact, if thinking of high 41 dimensionality in terms of the formation of coordination 42 polymers, metalloporphyrins exhibit important limitations. 43 To illustrate this point, the case of meso-tetraphenylporphyrin 44 (TPP) can be cited. CSD research indicates the existence of 45 monomers, dimers, trimers, and other types of aggregates. 46 However, the highest dimensionality achieved with pyridyl 47 ligands connected on axial positions for octahedral specimens 48 corresponds to one-dimensional (1D) coordination polymers, 49 and just seven of them have been prepared so far. 19−24 It is also 50 worth mentioning that none of them has iron (Fe) as the metal 51 center. In fact, as far as we are aware, the highest dimensionality the extra unpaired electron could be delocalized on the aromatic • ) n according to 316 which analysis of the framework from such a point of view does 317 not seem to be adequate. Thus, a second explanation is that the 318 electrons acquired by reduction are paired in the 3D frame-319 work (Scheme 1). This idea is strongly supported by π stacking 320 because it provides the opportunity of electron coupling.
321
In order to provide theoretical support to the above-322 mentioned aspects, both hypotheses were analyzed by means 323 of quantum-mechanical DFT calculations (Gaussian 03 program). 48,49 with a split-valence basis set of 6-31G. This functional 327 does not consider the dispersive interactions. However, it has been 328 selected because our objective was not obtaining an accurate value for 329 the energy but representative values for a comparison between both 330 hypotheses. In fact, the goal was to investigate the effect of π stacking 331 on the stability of the framework. To this purpose, two dimeric 332 fragments (FeTPPbipy 2 ) 2 were selected. In dimer 1, the interdimer 333 connection is due to the edge-to-face π bond along the [10−1] 334 direction, while in dimer 2, the connection takes place by the face-to-335 face π bond along the [101] direction (Figure 8a ). For each dimer, 336 two calculations (Table 3) were carried out: in calculation 1, the 337 dimer has four unpaired electrons (two per monomer), and in 338 calculation 2, the dimer has two unpaired electrons (one per 339 monomer). Therefore, calculation 1 accounts for the first hypothesis 340 (that is, analysis from the point of view of isolated 1D polymers), 341 while calculation 2 explores the possibility of electron coupling 342 through interpolymer π stacking. Obviously, extension of the 343 framework through the three directions of space should have 344 been considered for more accurate calculations. However, the 345 large amount of atoms involved makes this very expensive.
346 Table 3 summarizes the as-calculated values. As observed, the 347 values show that for both dimers the situation with one unpaired 348 electron per monomer (two per dimer) is more stable than the 349 situation with two unpaired electrons per monomer (four per 350 dimer), supporting the idea that π stacking is responsible for 351 stabilization of the framework.
352
At this point of the discussion, claiming that π stacking is 353 responsible for stabilization of the framework seems to be 354 obvious. Nevertheless, the remarkable point is that calculations 355 strongly support the idea that the extra electrons have not been 356 delocalized on the TPP pyrrolic system but they are paired in 357 molecular orbitals formed by π stacking. In fact, as observed in 358 Figure 8b ,c, the calculations provided molecular orbitals for these 359 interactions. Self-Assembly of Neutral Radicals. As π stacking is 361 extended on the (101) planes, extrapolation of the DFT 362 calculations to the 3D network can be done. As observed in 363 Figure 8b ,c, the contribution of the phenyl molecular orbitals to π 364 stacking is consistent with this extrapolation. First of all, the 365 electron acquired by the porphyrin could be thought of as 366 delocalized on the four phenyl groups. On the other hand, if 367 considering that magnetic measurements are consistent with the 368 presence of a value close to one unpaired electron per monomer, 369 the spin distribution proposed in Figure 8a could be a reasonable 370 explanation for the behavior of this compound. This spin 371 distribution is based on the occurrence of antiferromagnetic 372 coupling not only between electrons belonging to the metal 373 center and phenyl groups (as previously mentioned in the 374 Magnetic Measurements section) but also between phenyl elec-375 trons localized on adjacent 1D polymers, as seen in Figure 8b ,c.
376
In summary, identification of the localization of the acquired 377 electrons is the key point that supports the idea of neutral radicals 378 having been able to self-assemble, producing such a 3D framework. 
